
 

 

What a Council Member of THE WORLD UNITED is supposed to 

understand? 

 

Why a council is required? 

For Global Spiritual Awakening, a large number of spiritual beings are required from a 

regional level to a global level to awaken the humankind from spiritual slumber 

Aim: To awaken the Unconditional Unity Consciousness in the humankind 

How it can be done? 

Convergence of energy of several spiritual beings of the world who can take up leadership in the 

areas of their expertise  

If we all are doing it already, why a Global Council for Unity consciousness is needed? 

All our individual activities from the places of stay and travel have existed since many years 

but for the size of 7.5 billion people, collective activity for a massive awakening seems to be 

required, as building unity seems to be very important than uniformity and to bring a 

massive unity consciousness apart from our individual activity, there seems to be a need to 

have some collective activity as well 

As a part of collective activity a 1000 day plan is proposed as a top priority to begin with 

For 2020 

Formation of Global Council of 18 members – 3 from each continent, who in turn will form 

18 member continent wise councils and who in turn will form 9 member nation wise 

councils – Apart from that, an 18 member council as per the wings of TWU formed as per 

the themes showcased in WPS is also need to be initiated - 

https://theworldunited.org/wings 

For 2021 

These continent and nation wise councils will take up a 3 day online event on Unity 

Consciousness in 2021 inviting a minimum of 50 speakers and involving as many participants 

as is possible in each country and no country will be left untouched - – Apart from that a 9 

member council as per the wings of TWU formed as per the themes showcased in WPS is 

also need to be initiate 



 

For 2022 

The activity will expand to a state or provincial level and form 9 member councils as per the 

country 

For 2023 

Awakening is aimed thru unity at a grass root level both by pure and applied spiritual 

aspects 

For 2024 

A grand WPS-4 as a physical summit and at the same time an online one for those who 

cannot participate in person can be manifested with as many pre-parliaments across the 

world as possible 

Final Outcome 

If we can hold the energy for 1000 days, collectively we can manifest a real grand spiritual 

awakening really needed for the world and for which we all are born assisting each other as 

a part of evolution of human consciousness 

 

  

 


